


Maintenance & Care

1 x GRACE DIFFUSED LED MIRROR 

• Ensure that the power is disconnected prior to cleaning.
• To keep the finish of this product, wipe over with so cloth periodically.
• Do not use harsh chemical solvents, this may dis-colour or damage the finish.

Technical drawings for illustraon purposes only, Sensio had the right to change any informaon 
without prior noce. Make sure you check all hole cut outs before work commences.
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Lay the mirror on a flat surface with the front glass 
facing upwards. Using a Philips screwdriver, remove 
the four screws, along with the metal and white 
spacers on the sides of the mirror as shown above. 
Carefully li the mirror off the back box and posion 
it onto a so flat surface to avoid scratching the 
mirror. Pierce the small protecve IP rated rubber 
grgrommet (this will isolate and trap any steam to 
ensure maximum safety during use).

Visit our website for online instrucons.

Insert a 3-core cable through the pierced hole in the 
protecve cover, then thread the cable through 
from behind the back box into the power supply. 
Mark the posion of the fixing holes in the metal 
back box onto the wall, carefully avoiding any 
wiring or water pipes. Next, drill and prepare the 
holes for the screws ensuring that the wall is a solid 
mamaterial. Mount the metal back box of the mirror 
onto the wall and secure ghtly. 

Using a flat-bed screwdriver, securely connect to the main 
supply using the terminal block (incoming Neutral (blue/black) 
to Neutral blue and incoming Live (brown/red) to Live brown). 
For the demister pad, connect the parts labelled ‘male and 
female connectors’ together. Aach the front glass panel 
ssafetly onto the metal back box mounted on the wall. Secure 
ghtly using the 4 screws, including the metal and white 
spacer. Switch on the mains electrical supply. To acvate the 
mirror, swipe your hand across the sensor. 

This mirror is IP44 rated and 
is suitable for installaon in 
zone 2 and the outside 
zones.


